
HORIZONTAL
SOLAR TELESCOPE

This telescope (HST) is used for a spectral study of the so-
lar photosphere and chromosphere. The 60  cm flat mirror of
the Jensch-type coelostat reflects the l ight of the Sun into

the sl it of a Czerny-Turner spectrograph. At the end of the
optical path a diffraction grating splits up the beam of the
solar l ight. The result is a solar spectrum, which consists of
a continuum with thousands of dark absorption l ines (mainly
of hydrogen and iron) superposed. The instrument was con-
structed by Carl Zeiss Jena and used for the first time in
1 987.

UNIVERSE

A term Universe includes everything that exists – space,
time, al l forms of energy, fields, radiation and matter; from
elementary particles up to superclusters of galaxies. The
beginning of the Universe was an event cal led the Big Bang,
which occurred approximately 1 3.7 bil l ion years ago. The
Universe has been continuously expanding since that mo-
ment; moreover, the expansion has been accelerating for
the last 7 bil l ion years. The universe is governed by four for-
ces: electromagnetism, strong and weak interactions, and
gravitation. The force which plays a key role in the formation
of planets, stars, galaxies and large-scale structures is gra-
vitation. The first objects (stars and galaxies) currently ob-
served in space appeared around 200 – 400 mil l ion years
after the Big Bang.

An example shows the Hubble Space Telescope deep field
of image of a very small part of the Universe, which none-
theless reveals galaxies everywhere.

G2 PAVILION

This reflector of a Casse-
grain type has a 0.6 meter
diameter primary mirror
and a focal length of 7.5  m.
I t is used for photometry of
variable stars and comets
and explorations of extra-
solar planets.

GALAXY

A galaxy is a massive, gravitational ly bound system that
consists of stars, an interstel lar medium of gas and dust,
and dark matter. Within a galaxy, many stars are bound by
gravitational attraction into smaller or larger systems and

clusters. A typical galaxy contains 200 – 400 bil l ion stars, al l
orbiting the galaxy's center of mass. Supermassive black
holes may exist at the center of many, if not al l , galaxies.
According to the apparent shape, we classify spiral, el l iptic
and irregular galaxies. Nowadays, more than 1 70 bil l ion ga-
laxies are observed. All stars, stel lar clusters and nebulas
observed by the naked eye in the night sky are part of the
galaxy called the Milky Way, as is the Solar System.

SUN

The Sun is a
star around
which all the
bodies of the
Solar System
revolve. I t is a
spherical body
consisting of
hot plasma,
mainly of hydro-
gen (74%) and helium (24%). The Sun`s diameter is 1 09
times the diameter of the Earth and its mass is 330 000 ti-
mes the Earth’s mass. The energy of the Sun is produced
by a chain of thermonuclear reactions in its hot and dense
core. The Sun is an active star. I ts activity is powered by
magnetic fields and has a period of around 11 years. A large
number of sunspots, eruptions and coronal mass ejections
are observed during the maximum of solar activity.

PLANET

The definition of planet set in 2006 by the International
Astronomical Union (IAU) states that, in the Solar System, a
ful l-fledged planet is a celestial body which: is in orbit
around the Sun, is large enough to have become round due
to the force of its own gravity, and dominates the neighbor-
hood around its orbit. There are currently eight ful l-fledged
planets and five dwarf planets known in the Solar System ―
Ceres, Eris, Haumea, Makemake and Pluto. The cha-

racteristics of
dwarf planets
are the same
as that of a ful l-
fledged planet
except that they
are not gravita-
tional ly domi-
nant in their
own orbital
zones.

METEOR

A meteor is a set of ob-
servable effects produ-
ced when a small particle
of interplanetary matter –
a meteoroid – crosses the
Earth`s atmosphere. Be-
cause of the high speed,
11 .2–72.8  km/s, of a me-
teoroid entering the
Earth`s atmosphere, its
surface becomes hot. Molecules of the meteoroid`s surface
and the upper atmosphere are ionized and excited. Re-
combination processes in the surrounding atmosphere and
the meteoroid vapors ionized by the passage of a meteoroid
emit l ight at an altitude 1 20-80  km above the ground – the
meteor trai l is formed. A meteoroid is continuously melting
and evaporating.

METEORITE

Some meteoroids with a
suitable composition and
sufficiently large mass do
not “evaporate” completely
during their fl ight through
the Earth`s atmosphere.
Those fal l to the ground
and are called meteorites.
On February 28, 201 0, a

stony meteorite fel l westward of the town of Košice. Alto-
gether 77 fragments with a total weight of 4.3  kg were
found. This meteorite has been classified as a chondrite.

G1 PAVILION

This Newtonian reflector,
whose primary mirror
has a diameter of 0.5  m
and a focal length of
2.5  m, is used for CCD
(electronic) photometry
and imaging of variable
stars and comets, dra-
wings of the solar pho-
tosphere, and explo-
rations of extrasolar
planets.
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Measurements of the basic meteorological parameters
(temperature, air pressure and humidity, amount and in-
tensity of precipitations, wind speed and direction), solar
irradiation (global, diffuse, reflected and direct) are provided.
In col laboration with SHMI, the air quality parameters (sur-
face ozone, dust particles and deposition of the humidity)
are monitored as well .

STAR

A star is a more-or-less spherical body consisting of plasma,
with a mass of 0.02 – 1 00 of a solar mass, and a surface
temperature of 2000 – 1 00 000 degrees. The electromagne-
tic radiation of stars originates in thermonuclear reactions,
mainly in the fusion of hydrogen into helium. The nearest
star to the Earth
(after the Sun) is
Proxima Centauri.
Almost al l chemi-
cal elements hea-
vier than helium
are created by
stars via nucleo-
synthesis during
their l ifetimes or
during their fatal
destruction – in
explosions l ike su-
pernovae. The
Earth and all l iving
creatures are built
of the matter origi-
nating in stars.
Stars are born in
groups and usu-
al ly remain in bi-
nary or multiple
star systems.

MOON

The Moon is the Earth's
only known natural sate-
l l i te. Due to tidal forces, it
is in a synchronous orbit
around the Earth, always
showing the same face.
The Moon was probably
formed 4.5 bil l ions of years
ago from the material blas-
ting into orbit around the
proto-Earth after the giant impact of a Mars-sized body. The
surface of the Moon is covered by a number of impact
craters and large, dark, basaltic plains – lunar “seas”.

MOONS OF PLANETS

Except Mercury and Venus, every planet of the Solar Sys-
tem has some moons. The Earth has just one, but we can
confirm up to 63 satel l ites of Jupiter. There are 1 68 known
satel l ites of the planets in the Solar System; they differ in
size, composition, geology and origin.
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COMET

A comet is a small Solar System body
composed of a nucleus (80% of ices
and 20% of dust particles of different
sizes), a coma, and dust and gas
tai ls. Occasionally, a sodium tail and
a large atomic hydrogen halo are for-
med as well . The irregularly shaped
cometary nuclei are 0.5  km to 40  km
in diameter.

ASTEROID

An asteroid is a small body without cometary activity (5  m to
940  km in diameter) in an orbit around the Sun. Asteroids
formed from the remnant material of the solar nebula which
could not be accreted into a larger body due to the gravita-
tional influence of Jupiter. That is why asteroids are mostly

located in the region between
the orbits of Mars and Jupiter.
Amor, Apollo and Aten asteroids
are types of asteroids that move
in near-Earth orbits. They are
threats to impact the Earth.

AWALK
THROUGH SPACE
EDUCATIONAL JOURNEY

Astronomical Institute
Slovak Academy of Sciences

Dear visitors!
You are holding in your hands a
guide to the educational journey pre-
pared by the Astronomical Institute
of SAS in Tatranská Lomnica. This
leaflet will also give you brief in-
formation about the instrumental
equipment and research carried out
at our institute, which also has ob-
servatories at Skalnaté pleso and
Lomnický peak. Panels will briefly
accompany you through the tour and
will offer you basic knowledge about
the most important subjects of our
astronomical research.

Thank you for your visit.
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